Relay box automotive

Every circuit added to a modern car should be run through an automotive relay. The factory
wiring in modern cars is light gauge, and is not designed for additional loads. A relay can be
used to power a new circuit with very little added current draw on the original wiring. Using a
relay can also shorten the distance that high-current wiring needs to run. Connect relay terminal
87 to the vehicle body or battery negative terminal. Use a piece of gauge primary wire with a
solder-less female spade connector on one end, and a solder-less ring terminal on the other.
Connect relay terminal 85 to an automotive circuit breaker. Connect the circuit breaker's other
terminal to the battery's positive terminal. Use primary wire that's large enough to handle the
current load of the new device. Connect relay terminal 86 to the device that needs power. Use
the same gauge wire as that used for terminal Run an gauge primary wire to a switch in the
driver's area. Power the switch from a fused circuit inside the vehicle. Connect the wire to relay
terminal 30 with a solder-less connector. Lowell is a freelance writer who has been writing
professionally since June , with articles appearing on various websites. A mechanic and truck
driver for more than 40 years, Lowell is able to write knowledgeably on many automotive and
mechanical subjects. He is currently pursuing a degree in English. How to Wire an Automotive
Relay by K. Step 1 Connect relay terminal 87 to the vehicle body or battery negative terminal.
Step 2 Connect relay terminal 85 to an automotive circuit breaker. Step 3 Connect relay terminal
86 to the device that needs power. A relay is essentially a switch that is operated electrically
rather than mechanically. Although there are various relay designs, the ones most commonly
found in low voltage auto and marine applications are electro-mechanical relays that work by
activating an electromagnet to pull a set of contacts to make or break a circuit. These are used
extensively throughout vehicle electrical systems. This is the most common reason and useful
where an in-line switch or the existing circuit does not have the capacity to handle the current
required. For example, if you wanted to fit some high power work lights that come on with the
headlights but there is a risk that they would exceed the capacity of the existing loom. High
current capacity wiring and switches cost more than lower current capacity versions, so by
using relays the requirement for the more expensive components is minimised. You can use a
single input from one part of an electrical system e. Although these logical functions have now
been superseded by electronic modules for OEM designs, it can still be useful, fun and often
more cost effective to use relays to perform them for some after-market projects particularly
where you have a bespoke application. Note: In this article we are going to focus on ISO mini or
'standard' relays which have a 1" cube body and are the most commonly used in vehicle
electrical systems. A copper coil around an iron core the electromagnet is held in a frame or
'yoke' from which an armature is hinged. One end of the armature is connected to a tension
spring which pulls the other end of the armature up. This is the relay in its de-energised state or
'at rest' with no voltage applied. The braided bonding strap provides a good electrical
connection between the armature and yolk, rather than relying on contact between the armature
pivot point alone. The coil and contact or contacts are then connected to various terminals on
the outside of the relay body. When the coil is supplied with voltage a magnetic field is
generated around it which pulls the hinged armature down onto the contact. This completes the
'high' current circuit between the terminals and the relay is said to be energised. When voltage
is removed from the coil terminal the spring pulls the armature back into it's 'at rest' position
and breaks the circuit between the terminals. So by applying or removing power to the coil the
low current circuit we switch the high current circuit on or off. The coil circuit simply switches
the high current circuit on. The following simplified circuit diagram is often used to easily
understand how a relay operates:. Normally Open relays are the more common type. These
have two contacts connected to a common terminal. This is based on standard switch
terminology. The terminals on the outside of a 4 or 5 pin mini relay are marked with numbers as
shown below:. The automotive ISO mini relays we have been looking at above are typically
available in two types of pin layout designated Type A and Type B layouts. These layouts are
shown on the two 5-pin relays below pin 87a not present on 4 pin relays :. You will notice that
on the Type B layout pins 86 and 30 are swapped over compared with the Type A layout. The
Type B layout is arguably easier to work with as the connected terminals are in-line, making the
wiring easier to visualise. If you need to replace a relay make sure you use one with the same
terminal layout as it is easy to overlook if you're not aware of the difference. The terminal widths
used on 4 and 5 pin relays are almost always 6. The 9. Relays can look very similar from the
outside so they normally have the circuit schematic, voltage rating, current rating and terminal
numbers marked on the body to identify them. This shows the basic internal circuits including
any diodes, resistors etc. The operating voltage of the coil and high current circuits. Typically
12V for passenger vehicles and small craft but also available in 6V for older vehicles and 24V for
commercial applications both auto and marine. This is the current carrying capacity of the high
current circuit s and is normally between 25A and 40A, however it is sometimes shown as a

dual rating on changeover relays e. Tip: Knowing the coil resistance is useful when testing the
relay for a fault with a multi-meter. A very high resistance o r open circuit reading can indicate a
damaged coil. Terminal 87 is linked to pin number 87b, giving double outputs from the single
NO contact. The armature contacts both terminal 87 and in this case 87b at the same time when
the coil is energised, creating a dual NO output. Relay with integrated fuse. A blade or ceramic
fuse is connected between terminal 30 and the NO contact, providing built-in protection for the
high current circuit. The fuse is normally mounted in a holder moulded as part of the relay body
so it can be replaced if it blows. Relay with diode across the coil. A high value resistor performs
a similar function to that of the diode in the previous configuration by absorbing the high
voltage spikes created by the collapsed magnetic field on de-energisation of the coil. The
disadvantage of a resistor is that it allows a small current to flow in normal operation of the
relay unlike a diode and is not quite as effective as a diode in suppressing voltage spikes, but it
is less susceptible to accidental damage because resistors are not sensitive to polarity i. ISO
micro relays are, as the name suggests, smaller than ISO mini relays and designed for use in
applications where space is at a premium. They are rectangular in section and narrower than a
mini relay with a slightly different pin layout, and are typically available in 'make and break' and
'changeover' configurations, with and without suppression diodes. There are other relay
designs that are used for some more complex applications in vehicle systems. They are still
based upon the principle of switching higher current circuits using smaller current circuits but
often combine this with electronics to perform special functions: Some examples are:. These
more complex relays can have up to 9 pins of various sizes. This increase in the number of
terminals over the standard 4 or 5 in more simple relays is often necessary because additional
connections can be required for the in-built electronics e. This simple circuit uses the power
feed to the headlight main beam bulb as the trigger to energise a relay. The high current circuit
in this relay feeds power to the driving light bulb, so every time headlight main beam is
selected, the coil is energised and the driving lights operate. Note: It is important that the new
power feed to the driving lights is fused appropriately see our Knowledge Centr e fusing guide.
Tip: It is a good idea to use a separate relay for the left and right hand driving lights and have
them switched independently from the left and right hand main beams. This way, if a relay on
one side fails the driving light on the other side will still work. Adding a buzzer that warns when
you've left your headlights on. This circuit is designed to alert you that you've left your lights on
by activating a buzzer when you open the driver's door. If the headlights are on and the driver's
door is opened, the door switch will complete the coil circuit which will complete the high
current circuit to the warning buzzer. A warning light could easily be added in parallel to, or
used instead of, the buzzer. Also connects in parallel to terminal This is a clever little circuit
involving two relays and a momentary switch and is more a of a 'logic' circuit than one used to
switch a high current with a low current. Once the ignition key is in the IGN position, you press
and release the momentary switch and then turn the key to the START position and fire the
engine as normal. This has the effect of keeping the coil energised after the button is released
note that whilst the button is pressed there is 0V between terminals 86 and Terminal 87 also
sends power to the coil of Relay 2 which enables the starter motor solenoid connection, ready
for when the key is turned to the START position. When the ignition is turned off the power to
the coil of Relay 1 is cut which cuts the power to the coil in Relay 2 and breaks the starter motor
solenoid circuit, so the engine cannot be started again without going through the above routine.
The momentary switch can be mounted out of sight and acts a simple starter inhibit security
device. This supply also feeds the other side of the momentary switch. Need some hints, tips or
guidance on 12V electrics? Visit our Knowledge Centre for a wealth of useful information.
Watch our YouTube "how to" guides here. We accept telephone orders Call Relay Guide
Overview What is a relay? Why might I want to use a relay? There are several reasons why you
might want or need to use a relay: Switching a high current circuit using a lower current circuit
This is the most common reason and useful where an in-line switch or the existing circuit does
not have the capacity to handle the current required. Cost saving High current capacity wiring
and switches cost more than lower current capacity versions, so by using relays the
requirement for the more expensive components is minimised. Activating more than one circuit
from a single input You can use a single input from one part of an electrical system e. All Rights
Reserved. Company Reg no. Business Hours: Mon - Fri 9am - 5pm. Email: sales 12voltplanet.
Product Categories. How they work When the coil is supplied with voltage a magnetic field is
generated around it which pulls the hinged armature down onto the contact. The most simple
form of relay. Two circuits terminals 87 and 87a have a common terminal When the relay is at
rest 87a is connected to 30, and when the relay is energised 87 becomes connected to 30 but
never both at the same time. Relay with double output. Adding driving lights that come on with
the headlight main beam. Terminal 85 - Connect to a suitable earthing point on the vehicle

chassis. Adding a hidden switch that must be pressed to enable the vehicle to be started.
Switch Electronics is one of the fastest growing distributors of Electrical components in the UK.
Stocking a wide range of products in our UK based warehouse for immediate delivery, we pride
ourselves in offering the most competitive prices on the market form leading manufacturers. All
of our products are stocked in the UK and will be dispatched within 1 working day. For larger
custom orders please allow an additional working days. We post Worldwide, for postage rates
please visit the checkout for delivery options, delivery times and prices. I have not received my
item? If the delivery time has past please contact us here, occasionally items are delayed or lost
in the post. After confirming the item has been lost we will rearrange a redelivery or another
resolution depending on the buyers preferences. Returns If for any reason you are not happy
with the products you received we offer a 14 day return policy from the day you received the
products. Please visit our Returns section and submit a form. Exchange If you would like to
exchange the items for another please visit our Returns section and submit a return form. Once
we have received the goods and inspected them ensuring they are in the condition as received
we will refund you the cost of the item. You can make a new purchase of the correct items
anytime or you may wait until we have refunded you for the cost of the original goods. The
Postage charge will not be refunded. We will rearrange the delivery of the correct items as soon
as possible or provide another solution if the buyer prefers. Further Information We value our
customers opinions. If you have any questions concerning Delivery Information do not hesitate
to contact us Here. This does not affect your statutory rights. For payments made with
currencies other than GBP, will be converted by the payment method company to equal the
value of the goods on this website in GBP. If your delivery address is outside of the United
Kingdom, Import Duty, Taxes and other fees may be charged. It is the buyers responsibility to
research and pay for these. Buyers should research what is due before purchasing the goods.
There may be small manufacturing variations of size, shade of colour and other specifications.
We will resolve any issue to the best of our abillity. All components should be fitted by an
experienced fitter, Switch Electronics cannot be held liable to damage caused by the
component or too the component due to the wrong installation method by the fitter. Delivery
The majority of items will be delivery by Royal Mail, for more valuable or larger orders a courier
may be used. The delivery times of the courier will be equal or less than those selected by the
buyer at checkout. If you have not received your items please contact us. We will investigate the
issue and contact you with the information discovered. Items may be lost or delayed in the post,
Uk orders not received after 2 weeks of payment will be deemed "lost in post" and 3 weeks for
International orders. If the item has been deemed lost we will arrange a redelivery or a different
solution if the customer prefers. Cancellations Orders may be cancelled up untill the goods
have been dispatched. If the goods have been dispatched please subit a return form in the
Returns section. Returns If for any reason you are not happy with the products you received we
offer a 14 day return policy from the day you received the products, please visit our Returns
section to submit a return form. Once the returned items have been received a refund will be
sent providing the goods are in the condition received by the customer, only the cost of the
item will be refunded not including the postage cost. Refunds will be sent within 2 working
days. Exchange If you would like to exchange the items for another please visit our Returns
section and sumbit a return form. Once we have received the goods we will refund you the cost
of the item providing they are in the condition as received. Refunds will be sent within 2 working
days once we have received and inspected the goods. All Rights Reserved. Designed by eSeller
Solutions. Feature items. Product information. Relay box featuring a transparent cover, gasket
and locking bars suitable for mounting 4 standard automotive relays with 4 or 5 terminals. Cable
connections are made using the 6. Holds up to 4 standard automotive relays These boxes can
be clipped together to increase capacity Cable connection: 6. Payment Coming Soon.. FAQ
Coming Soon.. All prices are quoted in GBP. Contact us Please contact us through the ebay
message service email Click here to contact via eBay message. Related items. Join our
exclusive newsletter for up-to date news, special offers and new arrivals. Sign up now. Get in
touch with us email Click here to contact via eBay message. Payment info Secure Payment by
Paypal. Skip to main content. Related: universal fuse relay box waterproof fuse relay box fuse
box 12v relay holder fuse relay block relay box universal fuse relay panel. Include description.
BMW Items Ford Items GMC 14 Items Honda Items Mercedes-Benz Items Nissan Items Toyota
Items Unbranded Items Circuit Breaker 2 Items 2. Fuse 2, Items 2, Fuse Holder Items Not
Specified Items No Warranty Items Unspecified Length 26 Items Lifetime 5 Items 5. Beige 9
Items 9. Black Items Blue 2 Items 2. Brown 3 Items 3. Gray 21 Items Green 1 Items 1.
Multicolored 2 Items 2. Purple 2 Items 2. White 4 Items 4. Yellow 3 Items 3. New 1, Items 1, Used
25, Items 25, Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 27, Accepts Offers
14, Auction Buy It Now 27, Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free

International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any
Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. See search results that fit your vehicle.
Select Vehicle Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Free returns.
Last one. Almost gone. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new
window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Protect your
relays from flyback voltage when the power supply is suddenly disconnected. See What is a
Flyback Diode? Choose your own fuse and feeder cable sizes. You can choose individual fuse
sizes, between 5 - 40A. If the checkbox below is not selected, MGI will supply fuses and main
feeder as follow:. Your high-power solution. Wiring is made easy. Each bosch-style relay box
comes with a red main feeder cable and labeled screw terminals. Use the Installation Manual
and wiring diagrams to help connect your power source, switches, and loads. Quality is
Guaranteed. Our relay boxes are routinely tested , with relays rated 40A at 12 volts to ensure
optimal reliability come race time. Produced only with GXL high temperature wire, with
no-nonsense screw terminal strips for reliable input and output wiring. We understand that
space is a valuable commodity in your rebuild or showcar. Each relay box has at least one 5-pin
relay that can be wired for normally closed operation if needed. MGI relay panels can also come
with flyback diodes installed. The use of a diode in a relay circuit prevents voltage spikes from
arising when the power supply is disconnected. Each MGI relay box comes with fuses tailored
to your specific loads. A similar approach is used to calculate the main fuse size. Then, install
the supplied main fuse and holder in the main feeder conductor between the starter and the
power stud found inside the panel. Connect the black ground wire with red ring terminal to the
auto chassis. Then, connect the control circuit wire s to your switch inputs, with outputs
connected to the appropriate screw terminals. Connect your loads to the appropriate screw
terminals. Ground your loads. See the 4, 6, and 8 relay box diagrams above. In addition to
regular N. These high-current devices will damage regular ignition key switches or low-current
switch panels â€” however, an electromagnetic switching relay box will give you the safe and
reliable control you need. In this case, the N. Raym store manager â€” December 22,
Anonymous verified owner â€” March 2, Robert verified owner â€” November 26, Your email
address will not be published. Not only does this help you to select the appropriate options for
your race panel, it will enable you to tackle any troubleshooting issues with confidence. Quality
products at superb prices is the foundation of our business model. Adding and wiring electrical
accessories to your vehicle may seem like a daunting task. See our tutorial on switch basics for
more information regarding switch function, actuation, contact forms poles and throws , and
maintained vs momentary action. We understand the importance of quality automotive electrics
, especially when these products are to be an integral component of your showcar or race car
projects. Rest assured that with MGI, there is no shortcut to quality. For products presenting
signs of shipping damage or manufacturer defects, MGI will repair or replace that item
according to our warranty practices. This offer applies to regular postal service in North
America. If you need your order right away, 1-day and 3-day delivery options are available at
checkout with convenient real-time rates from Canada Post and USPS. Skip to content. Rated 4.
O and N. Optional Relay Diodes Protect your relays from flyback voltage when the power supply
is suddenly disconnected. Install flyback diodes for each relay Fuses and Feeder Choose your
own fuse and feeder cable sizes. Our load
is glass a conductor
2003 galant vr4
s10 blazer extreme
size calculator automatically selects a larger main feeder conductor when necessary. Fuse size
selection. Bosch Style Relay Box Features. Choose the Number of Relays We understand that
space is a valuable commodity in your rebuild or showcar. Simply enter your current load for
each relay into the calculator and indicate whether it is a motor load. Number of Relays. Relay
Box Wiring Diagrams. RCP4 has one N. See the wiring diagrams for more information.
Dimensions Relay Panel Specs without feeder, fuse, and fuse holder. Rated 5 out of 5. Not
cheap plastic like other relay boxes. Rated 4 out of 5. Good but wish it came with a waterproof
box for my buggy in the mud. Uploaded image s :. Add a review Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Shopping Cart. There are no products in the cart! Continue
Shopping. Low Prices. Easy Installation. Guaranteed Quality. No-Hassle Shipping. Choose an
option 4 6 8 Clear All. Physical Dimensions L x W x H 5. Physical Dimensions L x W x H 6.

